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Lot

Description

1

A Lego Ninjago Master Of Spinjitzu No. 70751 ' Temple Of Airjitzu '. Vendor assures us set is 100% complete, with all figures and
instructions present (unchecked by us). Within its original box. Resealed by vendor.

2

A Lego City No.60104 ' City Airport passenger Terminal Building '. Appears factory sealed as new.

3

A collection of 4 x Lego Dimensions Fun Packs boxed sets to include; No. 71233 ' Ghostbusters ' , No. 71230 ' Back To The Future ' ,
No. 71212 ' The Lego Movie ' and No. 71211 ' The Simpsons. Vendor assures us resealed sets are 100% complete, with all figures and
instructions. Unchecked by us. Withi ...[more]

4

A complete set of Lego Star Wars Planets series 1 - 4 boxed sets to include; # 9674 , # 9675 , # 9676 , # 9677 , # 9678 , # 9679 , #
75006 , # 75007 , # 75008 , # 75009 , # 75010 , # 75011. Vendor assures us sets are 100% complete, with all figures and instructions.
Unchecked by us. Within the origi ...[more]

5

Lego System series set No. 6345' Airport Aerial Acrobats ' and No. 6410 'Cabana Beach'. Vendor assures us set is 100% complete with
all minifigures and instructions (unchecked by us). Within the original box - resealed by vendor.

6

A Lego City series set No. 7741' Police Helicopter ', No.40110 'Coin Bank', No. 3178 Sea Plane', No. 4206 'Recycling Truck'. Vendor
assures us set is 100% complete with all minifigures and instructions (unchecked by us). Within the original box - resealed by vendor.

7

A Lego Juniors series set No. 10672 ' Defend the Bat Cave ', No. 10720 'Helicopter Chase' and No. 10666 'Digger'. Vendor assures us
set is 100% complete, with all figures and instructions present (unchecked by us). Within its original box. Resealed by vendor.

8

A Lego The Lego Movie boxed set No. 70816 ' Benny's Spaceship , Spaceship , Spaceship! '. Vendor assures us resealed sets are
100% complete, with all figures and instructions. Unchecked by us. Within the original box. Resealed by vendor.

9

A Lego The Lego Movie boxed set No. 70815 ' Super Secret Police Dropship ' Vendor assures us resealed sets are 100% complete,
with all figures and instructions. Unchecked by us. Within the original box. Resealed by vendor.

10

A Lego Architecture boxed set No. 21020 ' Trevi Fountain , Fontana Di Trevi , Rome , Italy '. Vendor assures us sets are 100%
complete, with all figures and instructions. Unchecked by us. Within the original box.

11

A Lego Architecture series set No. 21014 ' Villa Savoye '. Vendor assures us sets are 100% complete (unchecked by us) with
instructions. Within the original box. Box resealed by vendor.

12

A Lego Factory boxed set No. 10191 ' Star Justice '. Vendor assures us resealed sets are 100% complete, with all figures and
instructions. Unchecked by us. Within the original box. Resealed by vendor.

13

A Lego Minecraft boxed set No. 21117 ' Ender Dragon '. Vendor assures us resealed sets are 100% complete, with all figures and
instructions. Unchecked by us. Within the original box. Resealed by vendor.

14

A Lego City series set No. 7685 'Bulldozer' , No. 7638 'Tow Truck', No. 7942 'Fire Truck and Trailer' and No. 7990 'Concrete Mixer'.
Vendor assures us set is 100% complete with all minifigures and instructions (unchecked by us). Within the original box - resealed by
vendor.

15

A collection of 3x Lego boxed sets: ' Agents ' 8968 & 8969 along with ' Alien Conquest ' set 7052. Vendor assures us sets are 100%
complete (unchecked by us) with all minifigures and instructions. Within the original boxes.

16

A Lego City series set No. 60134 ' Fun in the Park' set. Factory sealed and unused.

17

A Lego Creator series set No. 31038 ' Changing Seasons' set. Factory sealed and unused.

18

A Lego City series set No. 7641 'City Corner' set. Vendor assures us sets are 100% complete (unchecked by us) with all minifigures and
instructions. Within the original box. Box resealed.

19

A Lego City series set No. 60152 'City Sweeper and Excavator' set. Vendor assures us sets are 100% complete (unchecked by us) with
all mini figures and instructions. Within the original box. Box resealed.

20

A selection of Lego Foil Packs to include Star Wars No's 911613, 911509, 911508, Friends series, 561503, 561607, 561501, 561507
and 561505, Legends of China series No. 391506 and City series 951701.

21

A selection of Lego Mini Build Poly bag sets to include numbers 40104, 40129, 40100, 40276, 40242, 40276, 40244 and many more,
approx 16 bags in total. Factory sealed and unused.

22

A Lego Atlantis boxed set No. 8057 ' Wreck Raider ', Legends of China No. 70002 'Lennox's Lion Attack' and Monster Fighters No. 9462
'the Mummy' . Vendor assures us set is 100% complete, with all figures and instructions present (unchecked by us). Within its original
box. Resealed by vendor.

23

A large Lego wall shop point of sale advertising display single sided card poster showcasing the seasonal " Christmas Ornament "
model no. 5004934 from the Creator range. The panel having elf figures building a Christmas tree.

24

A Lego Creative Bucket set No. 10662. Vendor assures us set is 100% complete, with all figures and instructions present (unchecked by
us). Within its original box. Resealed by vendor.

25

Lego Creator series set No. 31048 ' Lake Side Lodge' set and No. 31010 'Tree House' set. Vendor assures us sets are 100% complete
(unchecked by us) with all minifigures and instructions. Within the original box. Box resealed.

26

A Lego Creator series set No. 31053 ' Tree house Adventures' set. Factory sealed and unused.

27

A Lego Deluxe Brick Box set No. 6167. Vendor assures us set is 100% complete, with all figures and instructions present (unchecked by
us). Within its original box. Resealed by vendor.

28

A Lego Creative Bucket set No. 4624. Vendor assures us set is 100% complete, with all figures and instructions present (unchecked by
us). Within its original box. Resealed by vendor.

29

A Lego Bricks and More series set no. 5585 and a Pink Brick Box set No. 5560. Vendor assures us set is 100% complete, with all
figures and instructions present (unchecked by us). Within its original box. Resealed by vendor.

30

A Lego Creator series set No. 5477 and a Bricks & More set No. 5508. Vendor assures us set is 100% complete, with all figures and
instructions present (unchecked by us). Within its original box. Resealed by vendor.

31

A large collection of assorted Lego related books - some official Lego others unofficial. To include: The Lego Architect, Brick City, 50
Years Of The Lego Brick, Extreme Bricks, A Love Story, Just Brick It and others. Great selection.

32

' A Film About Jimi Hendrix ' 1973 original cinema advertising movie poster. 1973. Featuring a pictorial of a seated Hendrix playing
guitar to the right side, with text to the left. Folded. 30x40" total. Rare poster.

33

Clark Gable (1901-1960) American actor. Know for his work on ' Gone With The Wind ', ' Red Dust ,' ' Saratoga ,' and ' The Misfits ,'
signed autographed black and white ' Picture Post ' style photograph, Likely removed from a magazine. Gable has signed photograph in
pencil, to a light portion of the ...[more]

34

A Fender Squier left-handed ' Precision Bass ' electric bass guitar, once owned, used and signed by actor Mark Wahlberg. Originally
purchased in a VH1 ' Save The Music Foundation ' charity auction. The certificate reads ' ...the Mark Wahlberg Autographed Fender
Bass you purchased in the...auction (2 ...[more]

35

National Lampoon's Vacation - 1983 - original press / campaign booklet. The film starring Chevy Chase and Beverly D'Angelo. Featuring
cast and crew information, with cardboard covers replicating the original poster. Rare.

36

A Bristol Rovers Football Club autographed shirt. Purple / Black kit, with Bristol Rovers FC embroidered logo to breast. Signed by the
squad in gold marker pen to the front. Shirt size: Medium. Lineup unknown, likely a recent squad.

37

The Beatles interest: Yoko Ono - ' Grapefruit ' First Sphere Books edition, London, 1971. Softcover. Signed to the first end paper by
John Lennon (in black felt tip) and Yoko Ono (blue felt tip). Signed at the well known booksigning at Selfridges department store in
London. The original recipient p ...[more]

38

A Character Options made BBC Dr Who / Doctor Who ' Dalek Sec Hybrid ' Voice Changer Mask. Appears mint and factory sealed,
within the original box. Unused, as new

39

Twiggy - an original uniquely designed face mask by model and actress Twiggy Lawson. Originally sold as part of the ' This Is My Hero '
Children's Hospice charity auction. The face mask has been decorated and mounted within a bespoke frame. The backing autographed
by Twiggy in black ink. Provenance ...[more]

40

An original ' The Boomtown Rats ' ' V Deep ' 1980's tour programme. Autographed to the front by all five members of the band; Bob
Geldof, Johnnie Fingers, Pete Briquette, Garry Roberts, and Simon Crowe. Signed to the front cover in blue biro by the band. Rare.

41

Desperate Housewives - an original production made and used Wedding Programme from the series. The folded A5 sized program with
printed coloured banding to top, and guest list to interior. ' The Wedding Of Renee Perry And Ben Faulkner ' - with address details. With
certificate.

42

A rare original vintage 1977 Star Wars ' A New Hope ' cinema / press brochure. Featuring information regards the film, cast and crew.
Filled with various images from the movie. Very good condition.

43

A set of rare 1970's ( 1975 ) Hanna-Barbera licensed ' The Flintstones ' plastic coat hangers. Each featuring one character from The
Flintstones, with their character name beneath. Believed to be a full set. Each measures approx; 31cm tall.

44

An incredible 1960's collection of items relating to The Beatles. The collection comprising of the personal effects of one Jenifer Light of
Yorkshire. The collection comprises: - An ' Official Beatles Fan Club ' postcard signed by all four Beatles ( John Lennon, Paul
McCartney and George Harriso ...[more]

45

Bob Hope - American Comedian and Actor - autographed 1952 ' Bob Hope Concert Tour ' programme. Signed to the front cover in blue,
to a light area of the photograph. The autograph undedicated. Obtained in person at the Bristol Colston Hall, August 29th, 1952. Rare

46

Inspector Gadget ( 1999 ) - original crew issued t-shirt. Issued to crew members who worked on the movie. This shirt specifically for '
Grip Crew ' features a printed design, with notation to front. Shirt size; XL. Rare.

47

Star Wars - a collection of 7x autographed Star Wars related signed photographs. Comprising: Gerald Home, Richard Bonehill, Femi
Taylor (x2), Julian Glover, Richard LeParmentier and Time Rose. All approx 8x10" full colour images. Some with certificates, others
obtained in person by our vendor. Nice ...[more]

48

Noel Coward - (1899-1973) English composer, actor, singer and entertainer - A rare Variety Club Of Great Britain ' Sit With The Stars
Premiere ' brochure for ' The Prince & The Showgirl ' (starring Marilyn Monroe & Laurence Olivier). Autographed in ink to the top front
cover by Noel Coward. ...[more]

49

A set of 4x Red Dwarf BBC Comedy DVD's - series 1-4, each DVD cover having been autographed by a cast member. Series 1 signed
by Robert Llewellyn & Chris Barrie, and Series 2, 3 and 4 autographed by just Llewellyn. All neatly signed in silver / black marker,
undedicated. All DVD's present.

50

Piranha 3DD - 2012 - original Sheriff character costume for Chris Zylka's ' Kyle '. Comprising of shirt (with patches) and trousers. The
trousers still retaining their original production tag for ' Kyle '. Worn throughout the movie by Zylka. With certificate. Rare.

51

Margot Fonteyn ( 1919-1991 ) British Ballet Dancer / Ballerina - autographed ballet / pointe shoe. Signed by Fontaine to the toe area in
green ink (slightly faded). The shoe itself believed to be one of her own, made by Frederick Freed of England and being a size 4 (as per
her preferred brand and s ...[more]

52

Star Wars - a beautiful officially licensed Star Wars 8x10" photograph depicting a scene from Episode Two: Attack Of The Clones.
Jointly signed by actors Bodie Taylor, Daniel Logan and Temuera Morrison. Signed to clear portions of the image. An official Star Wars
Celebration photograph. Complete wit ...[more]

53

Three large scale cinema poster banners for the 2014 Shaun the Sheep the Movie, featuring Shaun the sheep running, all on stretchers.
Measures approx 8ft x 5ft.

54

Star Wars - a collection of 4x 8x10" colour photographs signed by various actors / crew from the original Star Wars trilogy. Comprising: a
good image of R2D2 signed by the late Kenny Baker, a photograph signed by sound designer Ben Burtt, a photograph signed by Ken
Colley, and another signed by acto ...[more]

55

An original Midge Ure ' Breathe ' tour programme. Signed to the front by Ure in black marker pen. Bold autograph, in black marker.
Complete with accompanying ticket from the Colston Hall, Bristol.

56

Two Dad's Army 8x10" colour photographs signed by the actor Frank Williams who played Reverend Timothy Farthing in the long
running BBC sitcom. Both signed in gold / silver to dark areas of the images. Undedicated.

57

Brian Trubshaw - Concorde Test Pilot. A superb 8x10" colour photograph depicting Concorde during flight. Signed to the lower right sky
portion of the image in black ink. The autograph undedicated, in black ink.

58

Bing Crosby - American Singer & Actor - original autographed index card. Signed by Crosby to the front in green ink. Undedicated
signature. Supplied with its original envelope with ' Bing Crosby ' stamp. Rare.

59

An original production used Star Wars ' Droids ' animated cartoon series storyboard. Depicting shots from the show, with copied
drawings of C3PO & R2D2. A4. Rare.

60

Star Wars: an original hand signed 8x10" autographed photograph from Star Wars ' Episode 1: The Phantom Menace ' depicting a
scene from the movie. Autographed by Jake Lloyd ( Anakin Skywalker ) and the late Kenny Baker ( R2D2 ). Baker adding ' R2D2 ' to his
autograph and Lloyd adding ' Safe Landing ...[more]

61

Margaret Thatcher (1925 - 2013) Prime Minister; original signed 6x4" official ' House Of Commons' embossed index card. Autograph in
black ink to the centre, undedicated. Along with the accompanying letter on headed paper from Thatcher's private office confirming
sending of the autograph. Rare.

62

Edward Heath (1916 - 2005) Prime Minister; original signed 6x4" official ' House Of Commons' embossed index card. Autograph in blue
ink to the centre, undedicated. Along with the accompanying letter on headed paper from the House Of Commons private office
confirming sending of the autograph. Rare.

63

Harold Wilson (1916-1995) Prime Minister; original signed postcard sized black and white photograph of Wilson. The autograph in blue
ink to the margin, undedicated. Along with the accompanying compliments slip. Rare. Photo measures; 6x3.5"

64

Harold Macmillan (1894-1986) - Prime Minister; original signed black and white photograph of Macmillan, signed in blue ink to a light
portion of the image - undedicated. Along with the accompanying compliments slip, and a headed leaf of note paper from Birch Grove
House, also signed by Macmillan in ...[more]

65

James Stewart - (1908-1997) - American Actor - original signed black and white photograph. Depicting Stewart in later years, the small
photograph signed in black ink to the white left margin. Measures approx; 13xm x 10cm. Rare.

66

Ian McDiarmid ( actor ) - Star Wars - colour 8x10" photograph of McDiarmid in character from ' Revenge Of The Sith '. Signed across
the image in black ink, undedicated. Complete with certificate from Autograph World. Rare.

67

An original Star Wars ' Ewoks ' cartoon series animation cel. Pencil draw characters, with hand painted acetate overlay. Animator's
details in pencil to margin. Depicts Wicket with spear alongside another Ewok. Rare. Measures approx; 27cm x 32cm

68

Kate Winslet - British Actress - an original 8x10" black and white photograph showing a half-length pose of Winslet. Signed in black
marker ' Best Wishes from...' to a light portion of the image. Accompanied by a letter from Winslet's assistant, donating the image to a
charity auction.

69

An original production used Star Wars ' Droids ' animated cartoon series storyboard. Depicting shots from the show, with copied
drawings of C3PO & R2D2. A4. Rare.

70

Pete Moore - British Composer - A rare original 7” AGFA-GEVAERT ¼” music reel tape (to be played at 7-1/2 IPS) titled “ Pete Moore
Compositions ” The tape featuring seven listed compositions including ' Cool Echo ', ' Summer Girl ' and ' Stoned ' etc. Supplied within
its original box with management ...[more]

71

A rare original Sex Pistols " No One Is Innocent " ' A Punk Prayer By Ronnie Biggs ' promotional poster from the ' Great Rock "N" Roll
Swindle '. Depicts a scene of the band to centre. Film details to the bottom strip. Professionally framed and glazed to a total size of;
85cm x 62cm. Rare.

72

A pair of ' The Art Of ' film maker's Star Wars books - ' The Art Of Star Wars The Last Jedi ' and ' The Art Of Rogue One A Star Wars
Story '. Both very good, complete with dust covers. Fascinating and detailed books.

73

A rare vintage Sex Pistols ' Dance To The Sex Pistols ' Pretty Vacant single promotional music poster. ' New Single - Out Now On Virgin
Records '. c1977. Black and white. Some folds, but neatly framed and glazed. Total size; 64cm x 89cm total size. Rare poster.

74

Muhammad Ali - (1942-2016) American Boxer - autographed vintage boxing glove and ' A Thirty Year Journey ' book. Both obtained inperson by the vendor when Ali attended a booksigning at Waterstones, Broadmead, Bristol in 1993. The book comes autographed by Ali
and co-author Howard L. Bingham to a bo ...[more]

75

' Bomb Gone ' by Nic Brown - beautiful Digital Composite Artwork print. The print depicting the moment of impact from Lancaster AJ-T
during the attack on the Sorpe Dam, 16th/17th May 1943 as part of the famous Dambusters raids. Signed to the image by AJ-T bomb
aimer George Johnny Johnson. Measures a ...[more]

76

A rare original ' The Beatles ' official Fan Club promotional postcard, handsigned by Paul McCartney . Signed in blue ball point to a light
central area. Fan club info to verso. Obtained in person during the 1960's by a Fan Club member, by repute. 11cm x 14cm.

77

An original vintage 1960's ' The Beatles ' Fan Club magazine fold-out photograph of Ringo Starr. Signed in black biro to a light portion of
the image. The autograph undedicated. Nice period autograph of Ringo. Measures approx; 25cm x 21cm.

78

' Derwent Practice ' by Piotr Forkasiewicz - exclusive full colour print depicting Avro Lancaster AJ-Q flying over the Derwent Dam on a
training excercise in preparation for the Dambusters raid, April 1943. Uniquely signed by Dambuster and Bomb Aimer George Johnny
Johnson who has added ' MBE & D ...[more]

79

An incredible ' Bomber Command - Lest We Forget ' digital composite artwork print on canvas, having been autographed by 8x Bomber
Command and related personnel. Comprising: Russell Rusty Waughman, Benny Goodman, Hal Gardner, George Dunn, Jo Lancaster,
George Johnny Johnson, John Bell and Harry Parki ...[more]

80

An original WWII Second World War Avro Lancaster (and other aircraft) Navigator's ' Bubble Sextant Mk IX '. Present within its original
and correct matching serial number case. NOTE: Proceeds from this lot are being donated towards the ' Attack On The Sorpe Dam ' film
project. The film tells the ...[more]

81

A pair of reproduction WWII Second World War Spitfire cockpit dial panels. Various holes, for various gauges and switches. Each
measures approx; 50cm tall x 83cm wide. NOTE: Proceeds from this lot are being donated towards the ' Attack On The Sorpe Dam ' film
project. The film tells the story of ...[more]

82

A pair of rare original WWII Second World War Spitfire related black and white photographs. The first showing a plaque which reads ' In
The Hour Of Peril, British Reinforced Concrete Engineering Co. Ltd Earned The Gratitude Of The British Nations Sustaining The Valour
Of The Royal Air Force And Fort ...[more]

83

A set of four original WWII Second World War Air Ministry issue Lancaster Bomber ' Feathering Switches ' Type XJ-D/4 ' - used to
feather the engines in instances of malfunction. All with connector holes to base, and with makers plaques to side. Complete set of four
knobs (one per engine). Rare. ...[more]

84

' Incoming Threat II ' - Piotr Forkasiewicz - incredibly full colour print depicting a Lancaster flying through cloud, with an enemy plane
closing in behind. Autographed to the lower border by Dambuster George Johnny Johnson who has added ' MBE DFM' to his
autograph, and 617 Squadron Pilot Benny Goo ...[more]

85

A rare original WWII Second World War era RAF Air Ministry issue ' Astrograph Mk1A ' navigational instrument. As used on Lancasters
(and other aircraft) during the war. Within its original and correct wooden box, with Air Ministry markings. Rare. NOTE: Proceeds from
this lot are being donated to ...[more]

86

A reproduction ' Blind Flying Panel ' for a Spitfire cockpit. Comprising of 6x holes for various cockpit dials and their switches. Measures
approx; 28cm x 38cm. NOTE: Proceeds from this lot are being donated towards the ' Attack On The Sorpe Dam ' film project. The film
tells the story of the fa ...[more]

87

An original WWII Second World War Aldis signalling lamp ' Lantern Electric '. Complete within it's original wooden case. Complete with
2x rare spare lenses (in different colours). Rare. NOTE: Proceeds from this lot are being donated towards the ' Attack On The Sorpe
Dam ' film project. The film ...[more]

88

' Dover Patrol ' by John Young - beautiful limited edition print depicting 3x Spitfires flying over the white cliffs of dover. No. 196 of 850
editions. Signed to the corner by the artist in pencil. Professionally framed and glazed to a total size of: 67cm x 87cm.* a percentage of
the hammer price o ...[more]

89

An incredibly rare original WWII Second World War Avro Lincoln navigator's crew seat / chair. Riveted aluminium frame, with original
leather seat and backrest present. Avro-Lincoln specific bracket still remains to underside, with attachments. Seat restraint stamped
1945 with maker's details. An inc ...[more]

90

An incredible ' Bomber Command - Lest We Forget ' digital composite artwork print on canvas, having been autographed by 7x Bomber
Command and related personnel. Comprising: Russell Rusty Waughman, Benny Goodman, Jo Lancaster, George Johnny Johnson,
John Bell, Mary Stopes-Roe (daughter of Barnes Wall ...[more]

91

' Incoming Threat II ' - Piotr Forkasiewicz - incredibly full colour print depicting a Lancaster flying through cloud, with an enemy plane
closing in behind. Autographed to the lower border by Dambuster George Johnny Johnson who has added ' MBE DFM' to his
autograph, 617 Squadron Pilot Benny Goodman ...[more]

92

A rare original WWII Second World War issue RAF Lancaster Bomber's Wireless Operator's 1155 Radio. As fitted to Lancasters during
the war. Various switches and meters, with a large central dial and knob. A rare surviving radio set. Within its original wooden case with
detached lid. Rare. NOTE: P ...[more]

93

An original WWII Second World War RAF issue Navigator's ' Bubble Sextant MkIX '. Air ministry label still present to case, with part No.
6B/313. Various official Air Ministry markings to the Sextant, and complete with its extra fitment to case. Rare. NOTE: Proceeds from
this lot are being donate ...[more]

94

A rare original WWII Second World War issue RAF Lancaster Bomber's Wireless Operator's ' 1155 ' Air to Ground Wireless / Radio set.
As fitted to Lancasters during the war. Various switches and meters, with a large central dial and knob. A rare surviving radio set.
Measures approx; 42cm wide. NOTE ...[more]

95

An incredibly rare original WWII Second World War Avro Lincoln crew seat / chair, from the Crew Rest area. Aluminium frame, with
original leather seat and adjustable backrest present. Still mounted upon its adjustable 'handbrake' style mount (in working order).
Retains original seat restraint. A rar ...[more]

96

An incredible pair of 408 ' Goose ' Squadron Royal Canadian Air Force effects. Comprising an original RCAF 408 Squadron leather
suitcase named to a ' GW. Oliver ' featuring the noseart for ' Z - For Zombie ', with hand painted motif to top corner and central Zombie
noseart. Along with a reproduction ...[more]

97

' Sinking Of The Tirpitz ' by Frank Wootton - a beautiful framed and glazed limited edition print depicting the Lancasters of 617 Squadron
over the Tirpitz on 12th November 1944. Autographed to the margin in pencil by 5x veterans - Freddie Watts, Bob Knights, MB Flatman,
TC Iveson, James Tait and th ...[more]

98

An incredible ' Bomber Command - Lest We Forget ' digital composite artwork print LARGE photograph, having been autographed by 3x
Bomber Command veterans - Dambuster George Johnny Johnson, 617 Squadron Bomb Aimer John Bell and Pilot Benny Goodman.
Created and signed exclusively for this event. This ...[more]

99

An incredible ' Bomber Command - Lest We Forget ' digital composite artwork print on canvas, having been autographed by 6x Bomber
Command and related personnel. Comprising: Russell Rusty Waughman, Benny Goodman, Jo Lancaster, George Johnny Johnson,
John Bell and Harry Parkins. Each signed with extra ...[more]

100

' Operation Chastise 16th / 17th May 1943 ' by Piotr Forkasiewicz - a beautiful full colour print, signed by Bomb Aimer and Dambuster
George Johnny Johnson. This beautiful print depicting the moment the bomb hits the water, during the Attack on the Sorpe Dam. 30cm
x 45cm. Unframed. NOTE: Proceed ...[more]

101

An incredibly rare original WWII Second World War Avro Lancaster LARGE wing panel section. Removed from a genuine WWII
Lancaster when being scrapped in Australia, and transported all the way back to Britain. The huge riveted panel then undergoing full
restoration - sand blasting, and repainting to i ...[more]

102

' The Dambusters Raid ' John Sweetman - original paperback book. Autographed to the first free end paper by last surviving British
Dambuster George ' Johnny ' Johnson, who has added ' I will always remember that night, and the raid ' to his signature. Supplied with
a 5x7" colour photograph of Johnso ...[more]

103

' Helping Hand ' Piotr Forkasiewicz - limited edition full colour print depicting a damaged Lancaster returning home to England, being
followed by another Lancaster. The print has been autographed by 617 Squadron and Dambuster Bomb Aimer George Johnny
Johnson. A beautiful print. Unframed. Measures ...[more]

104

An original WWII Second World War Avro Lancaster (and other aircraft) Navigator's ' Bubble Sextant Mk IXA '. 6B/218. Present within its
original and correct case. Severe AF (parts missing from main body). NOTE: Proceeds from this lot are being donated towards the '
Attack On The Sorpe Dam ' film ...[more]

105

' Lest We Forget ' by Piotr Forkasiewicz - autographed print. Signed to the lower margin by 617 Squadron Bomb Aimer and Dambuster
George Johnny Johnson. Uniqued inscribed by Johnson for this auction ' All those who gave their lives in the service to their countries '.
A beautiful print. Unframed 30 ...[more]

106

An incredibly rare original WWII Second World War RAF issue MkXIV Bomb Sight. As fitted to all Lancaster bombers during the latter
half of the war. Originally designed by PMS Blackett, the sight was often referred to as the ' Blackett Sight '. Used by bomb aimers to fix
their target, they were a cru ...[more]

107

A rare WWII Second World War ' Astro Compass Mk II ' navigational aircraft compass. Within its original wooden box, stamped with Ref.
No. 6A / 1174 CANADA. Some accessories / parts within. NOTE: Proceeds from this lot are being donated towards the ' Attack On The
Sorpe Dam ' film project. The fi ...[more]

108

A rare WWI First World War style children's / child's ceramic clown doll, in the form of a WWI Tommy. No makers marks, but possibly
Dutch in origin. Clown face, with WWI uniform. Cloth body. Missing one thumb. Measures approx; 33cm tall. Rare.

109

An incredibly rare original WWII Second World War Lancaster Bomb-Aimer's Bomb compartment switch panel unit. Service used, the
switch panel features various official Air Ministry markings, and would've been used in a standard bomb aimer panel in an Avro
Lancaster . The unit, whilst showing signs of ...[more]

110

A rare original WWII Second World War issue RAF Lancaster Bomber's Wireless Operator's 1155 Radio. As fitted to Lancasters during
the war. Various switches and meters, with a large central dial and knob. A rare surviving radio set. Within its original wooden with AM
markings. Rare. NOTE: Proceeds ...[more]

111

An incredibly rare original WWII Second World War Lancaster / Spitfire (and other aircraft) heavy reconnaissance camera Type F.24.
The camera with various plaques - ' Magazine Film F.24 Camera ' fitted with a 14A/535 Motor Unit and ' Gearbox Type F '. Supplied
within its original and correct wooden ...[more]

112

A set of four original WWII Second World War Air Ministry issue Lancaster Bomber ' Feathering Switches ' Type XJ-D/4 ' - used to
feather the engines in instances of malfunction. All with connector holes to base, and with makers plaques to side. Complete set of four
knobs (one per engine) and one rem ...[more]

113

A large exclusively produced digital composite print ' Incoming Threat ' by Piotr Forkasiewicz. Depicting a Lancaster Bomber and it's
crew, with an enemy lurking behind. Wonderfully detailed poster print. Printed exclusively for this auction. 60cm x 84cm Note: this item
will be autographed by 617 ...[more]

114

An incredibly rare early 20th century ' Herbert Johnson ' tradesman's sample miniature naval straw hat. Made for the company in order
to promote their wares. The miniature straw hat with a ' Herbert Johnson ' tally band, and label to interior. Supplied within its original
labelled box. Very rare. Ha ...[more]

115

An original WWI First World War Destroyer ships naval gun sighting telescope. Makers marks for W. Ottway & Co of Ealing and dated
1917. Likely mounted to the Layer's side sight for a 4 inch QF gun Mk.IV. Fitted to S-Class destroyers during the period. A later partial
tag indicates this may have ...[more]

116

Two vintage autograph books, both belonging to the same collector. Each filled with celebrity autographs, poems and related. To
include; Frank Ifield, Joe Brown, Don Storer, Ron Moody, Gene Vincent (multiples), Marty Wilde, Mark Wynter, The Shadows ( Hank
Marvin & Bruce Welch ) and others. Charm ...[more]

117

Two antique 19th century sixth-plate size Ambrotype photographs. Both believed to be American. The first depicting two ladies sitting in
a hole on a beach, and the second depicting a horse and cart with two boys. Both mounted in brass surrounds, within frames. Total
sizes approx: 9.5cm x 8cm.

118

A charming collection of 19th century, believed American, sixth-plate size Daguerreotype photographs. Each depicting a family scene.
The first showing a donkey with children astride, the second showing a beach scene with the entire family seated (small boy wearing a '
Victory ' sailors hat), and the ...[more]

119

A good collection of 7x assorted antique 19th century Daguerreotypes and Ambrotypes. Comprising of: a ninth-plate size ambrotype
depicting a gentleman in white - with some red tinting, a ninth-plate ambrotype depicting a a well dressed girl (some wear to backing), a
larger sixth-plate ambrotype of a ...[more]

120

An incredibly rare 19th century c1860 American Civil War era quarter plate tinted ambrotype photograph. Depicting a gentleman and
lady sat facing the camera. Framed in beautiful gold surround, with gold wire braiding. Mounted within a cushioned thermoplastic case,
with various Union symbolism ( Arti ...[more]

121

A rare antique 19th century believed American c1860 cased sixth plate ambrotype . Depicting a lady, appearing to be in mourning,
seated, looking towards the camera. Wearing a black dress, with mourning brooch. The ambrotype is mounted within a leather case,
with locking clasp. Opposite the ambrotype ...[more]

122

A rare antique 19th century c1850 American Civil War era sixth plate Daguerreotype photograph by AP Critchlow & Co. Depicting a
bearded gentleman in a 3/4 length pose. Framed in beautiful gold surround, with gold wire decorated braiding. Mounted within a
cushioned thermoplastic case. Some splitt ...[more]

123

A rare 19th century American sixth-plate size Daguerreotype photograph, stamped to mount for Waterbury Conn. No.43. Depicting a
well dressed boy next to a column. Brass mounted, within a half-case. Measures approx; 9.5cm x 8cm. Rare.

124

A collection of 4x antique 19th century likely American ambrotype photographs. Comprising: one quarter-plate image of two ladies appearing to have been taken in the street, with a rudimentary backdrop, a sixth-plate ambrotype of two ladies seated astride a table, a
sixth-plate image depicting a lo ...[more]

125

A rare 19th century likely American made double ninth-plate size Ambrotype photograph set. The first depicting a gentleman with pipe
and glass of beer. The second showing another gent, very well dressed, seated. Both mounted within a decorative case. Total size:
7.5cm x 6cm.

126

An antique early 20th century single-draw naval telescope. The first draw being marked for ' Gieves Ltd ,' and the telescope engraved
around the brass banding ' J. Loveday .' Largely in good condition, but the eyepiece lens AF. Comes with several printed sheets relating
to J. Loveday, including vari ...[more]

127

Two MARC made RC radio controlled 1:10 scale sports cars to include; Subaru Impreza WRC 2003 Rallye Monte Carlo 7 and Subaru
Impreza WRC Network Q 5 . Both used but mint in the original box.

128

A collection of 25x original vintage 1970's ' The Mighty World Of Marvel ' comics / comic books. Including the rare first issue, and a small
run. Comprising issue numbers; #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14, #16, #19, #27, #28, #29, #30 #31, #32, #33
and #48. Fabulous artwor ...[more]

129

An original vintage Kenner / Palitoy made Star Wars ' AT-AT ' action figure playset vehicle. Appears 100% complete, with both chin
guns, side guns, canopy, bulb cover and battery cover. Unboxed. Some repairs to underside.

130

A collection of 10x Dean's Rag Book Company made limited edition Collector's Club bears. All only ever displayed, all mint, with their
certificate tags. Comprising: A Ray Of Sunshine (21/250), Freebie (238/1000), Fergus (158/2000), Tiny Tim (3/200), Freebie (104/1000),
Robert (250/1000), Emerald 'En ...[more]

131

A large collection of approx 30x assorted boxed diecast model cars and vehicles. To include; Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear, Lledo,
DInky, Cameo and others. Good assortment. All models appear mint, within their boxes.

132

A collection of 3x vintage Schuco made tinplate clockwork model ' Old Timer ' cars. All generally appearing mint, within partial original
boxes. (One without key). Comprising: Opel 1228, Renault 1230 and Ford 1227. Highly detailed models. Great collection.

133

A rare and charming antique French made ' Exposition 1878 ' child's novelty toy pocket watch. Tin construction, with moving hands and
pictorial dial (the dial printed for ' Paris '). The pictorial section depicting various figures and animals. Within its original box. A rare and
charming object.

134

An antique late 19th century likely German or French made bisque / porcelain doll. Moulded head with hand painted features. Cloth
body, with bisque limbs. Slight AF - one foot damaged and missing. With original outfit. Measures approx; 33cm tall.

135

Local interest: a fascinating personal archive of photographs and newspaper clippings (and related) all pertaining to a Chrystabel
Cooksley of a Keynsham drama group and The Clifton & Bristol Dickens Society in the early 1930's. Comprising of two well-filled scrap
albums, each with neatly annota ...[more]

136

A 20th century cast iron Michelin Tyres ' Bibendum ' The Michelin Man advertising mascot. Hand painted, with the figure resting on a
rotating base plate. Measures approx; 30cm tall.

137

A pair of 20th century tinplate model motorcycle scooters / Vespas. Both within their original display boxes. Each measures approx
29cm long.

138

A 20th century hand painted advertising mascot of Popeye. Depicted riding a motorcycle, with pipe in mouth. Cast iron construction.
Measures approx 25cm long.

139

A charming reproduction decorative ' Castrol ' advertising petrol / fuel can. Brass effect stopper to top, with Castrol notation to front and
verso. Full size.

140

Two 20th century cast iron Betty Boop interior door stop figures. Each hand painted, in typical form. Tallest approx; 37cm.

141

A 20th century contemporary bronze effect cast iron statue / figure of a pitbull dog. Measures approx; 34cm long.

142

A Britains lead soldier / figure No. 41128 ' Gulliame De Tancarville ( Mounted ) '. Superbly detailed mounted lead figure. Appears mint
and unused, within the original box. All inner packing present.

143

A collection of 8x Playmates made carded Star Trek ' Warp Collection ' action figures. All appear mint and unused, factory sealed.
Comprising: Pike, Nero, Cadet McCoy and others. Good assortment.

144

A Minichamps made precision diecast 1:18 scale model Formula One / F1 racing car ' Panasonic Toyota Racing TF102 M.Salo.' Exshop-stock, mint unused condition. Within the original display box. Highly detailed model.

145

Two Hasbro made Star Wars ' The Legacy Collection ' ' Legends Of The Saga ' boxed action figures . All contents appear mint and
factory sealed.

146

A rare late 19th / early 20th century German hunting dagger, likely of military origin. Metal faux horn grips, with shaped quillon and
makers marks to ricasso. Within its original steel scabbard with canvas frog. Measures approx; 30cm long in total.

147

A rare 19th century Victorian large Bowie style knife by Brookes & Crookes of Sheffield. With VR Cipher to ricasso, and a beautifully
etched blade depicting a steam train locomotive. Horn handled, with large quillon. Within a leather scabbard. Knife measures approx;
47cm long.

